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Preface 
The papers appearing in this volume have been selected among the 18 papers 
presented at the 17th Colloquium on Trees in Algebra and Programming (CAAP), 
which was held in Rennes at the end of February 1992 - with one exception: 
Andersen’s paper was presented at the European Symposium On Programming 
(ESOP), which was held jointly with CAAP. As a result, all these papers have twice 
undergone the usual refereeing process (even three times for some of them). 
In the beginning, CAAP was devoted to algebraic and combinatorial properties of 
trees, and to their role in various fields of computer science. As the reader will notice, 
the scope of CAAP has been extended to other discrete structures, like graphs, 
equations and transformations on graphs, and their links with logical theories. Logics, 
for instance, appears in connection with tree languages in Potthoff’s work; Dam 
gives a translation between two logical languages describing parallel computations; 
Courcelle defines logically a family of tree transformations; Andersen transforms the 
problem of satisfying formulas in p-calculus into the problem of finding a marking of 
some boolean graph. Perhaps more typical of the classical topics of CAAP are the 
papers of Caron, on algorithmic and combinatorial aspects of tree rewritings, and of 
Seidl, on tree automata with cost functions associated with the transitions. 
In these papers, computer science is often a motivation, and sometimes a coat of 
paint covering a nice and pleasant piece of mathematics. In all cases, we thank the 
authors for our pleasure in reading their work. 
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